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Dance like nobody’s watching…
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Feminist Somatics

Imagine a 5 year old that’s really mad but has to keep her anger in because she
knows there’ll be some sort of consequence if she stomps or yells.

She keeps it in by breathing shallowly, tensing her shoulders and buttocks, and
gritting her teeth.

Now imagine her doing that for years or even decades. I was that little girl and so
like many other folks with suppressed anger, I ended up with chronic tension in my
shoulders, neck, jaw and hips.

In somatic work, you move and welcome feelings in the areas of chronic tension.
This helps to process emotions you had to hold in, in the past. In time you release
the chronic tension and create a new relationship with those memories.
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I was told I couldn’t be angry, partially in my family of origin but culturally by the
patriarchy at large that said: “good girls are likable not angry” in nearly every book,
movie and tv show.

This feminist somatic work saved my life. Before I started doing somatics, I was
anxious 90% of the time. If anyone asked I was “fine” but really I was constantly
suppressing big emotions and feeling like crap.

One of my biggest accomplishments is last winter driving downtown Toronto when
it was snowing and feeling safe and grounded. Previously, my anxiety would have
been at a 10 driving downtown in the snow.

From doing somatics, I’m now anxious only 20% of the time, which has completely
changed my quality of life…

And the intersectional feminist lens takes into account that we did not only get
these messages from our family but from the patriarchy and other systems of
oppression.

In this manual and the accompanying course you are going to learn the techniques
that helped me and so many of my clients to heal, to become more grounded and
from this place, to work towards our goals and dreams.

The techniques shared are from my training as a Yasodhar Yoga Teacher (based in
the Sivananda Lineage from Rishikesh, India), a Core Energetics practitioner, a wild
feminist and a green witch.
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Trauma Informed Somatics

When most kids are 2, their favorite word is NO. Most two year olds say NO NO NO!

But when folks experience trauma - whether it’s physical or psychological – they
start to learn that saying no and setting boundaries doesn’t work.

And following the trauma, they often stop saying no altogether.

This unfortunately can lead to even more boundary crossing.

In the context of somatic work, getting consent is extremely important.

Because one way to heal trauma, even if the client hasn’t specifically disclosed to
you, is to reintroduce NO back into their vocabulary and to learn that it’s respected
by healthy forms of authority, in this case you.

So if a client says no or they’re resistant, I recommend asking if they’re open to
working with the resistance or working with the no.

And if the answer to that is no, respect. Move onto to your other tools to work with
your client.

You’ll learn how to work with resistance and numbness later in the manual.

Additional resources:

Scared Goals Podcast episodes:

Ep 32 – Healthy Boundaries* -
https://podcasts.apple.com/us/podcast/ep-32-healthy-boundaries/id1440791565?i=1000480350158

Ep 10: How to Say No to You Family Members* -
https://podcasts.apple.com/us/podcast/ep-10-how-to-say-no-to-your-family/id1440791565?i=1000447929351

*Also available on Spotify and other platforms.
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Somatic Tools for Patriarchy

Patriarchy impacts bodies of folks socialized as women in a number of ways.
Messages growing up that are spoken, implied or represented in the media impact
your physical body.

These messages do not impact all folks socialized as women equally and also
sometimes impact other genders. As you explore these exercises, see which ones
resonate most deeply in your body.

Here are the most prominent messages, the physical impact and how to heal:

Be nice, quiet, polite and deferential.

Subtext: don’t be angry, loud, or
boundaried or bitch

6
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Healing: get angry, say no

● Stomp feet
● Put up hands and shout NO!

Be small and unobstrusive both physically and energetically

Subtext: don’t take up space, don’t be

powerful, opinionated, “too much”,
passionate, suck in your stomach
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Be pretty but not slutty.

Subtext: be desirable but don’t
connect to your own desire, lust or
wanting

9
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Healing: put on your favorite or your client’s favorite song and move your body
including the pelvis in anyway that feels good to you.

Example:
https://www.tiktok.com/@brynbamber/video/7103690858356133125?is_copy_url=1&is_from_webapp=v1

More video examples for healing all three patriarchal somatic tendencies:

https://www.tiktok.com/@brynbamber/video/7106538776284957957?is_copy_url=1&is_from_webapp=v1

https://www.tiktok.com/@brynbamber/video/7107271882834971909?is_copy_url=1&is_from_webapp=v1

https://www.tiktok.com/@brynbamber/video/7094198483824971013?is_copy_url=1&is_from_webapp=v1

https://www.tiktok.com/@brynbamber/video/7090915425080446213?is_copy_url=1&is_from_webapp=v1

Additional Resources:

Sacred Goals Podcast:

Ep #53 – How to Stop Being a “Good Girl” -
https://podcasts.apple.com/us/podcast/ep-53-stop-being-a-good-girl/id1440791565?i=1000524657665

Also available on Spotify and other platforms.
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Diversity Equity Inclusion Informed
Somatics

When you work with clients or students because they’re entrusting you with their
struggle or challenge and paying you there’s a power dynamic. You become a figure
of authority.

That’s why it’s important to get consent for somatic exercises because they may
defer at times to your authority.

There’s also a FAWN response that’s a new addition in the research to on
Fight/Flight/Freeze and is a common response for folks socialized as women. The
fawn response is when you feel like you’re in danger you people please.

Ex. If you’re walking home and you get cat called by a construction worker, you
might smile slightly and go along your way to keep your body safe.

Sometimes our clients/students with people please or fawn to us as these figures of
authorities.

And there are other factors that can increase or decrease the power dynamic.

For example, if an upper class cis white man had a client who was upper class cis
white man there would still be that power dynamic because the client hired the
practitioner.

The power dynamic widens if the client is a middle class BIPOC nonbinary person,
because of the systems of oppression such as patriarchy, white supremacy,
transphobia that affect both how both parties see themselves.

Now of course every client is different depending on their specific history and so
for example if the nonbinary client has done a ton of healing work that would make
the power dynamic less significant even though both parties still live in a world
that privledges cis white male bodies.

So this isn’t to assume or to take the role of a savior but to be aware of what power
dynamics could be at play and do your best to notice if you’re powering over the
client. Always be sure to get consent.
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Indicators clients could be in the fawn response:

- saying yes quickly to whatever you say without thinking about it

- shallow breath

We discuss this in an in depth, nuanced and thoughtful way in the class of fawn
response and how to respectly approach it with the client, so be sure to watch!

Now if a middle class BIPOC nonbinary person was the practitioner and the client
was an upper class cis white man, that would decrease the power dynamic.

So another thing to be aware of in that kind of a situation and really with all clients,
is if you’re letting the client take over the session.

This might look like the client suggesting a series of exercises that you intuitively
don’t feel is right for what they’re struggling with.

And sometimes it’s important to lovingly slow the client down or say that in your
experience this other exercise might be a better fit.

Energetically, somatically and cognitively you don’t want to come at the client as
“the superior” or the “inferior”.

You’re both amazing brilliant humans on this earth full to the brim with wisdom
and power. And they’ve hired you to be a benevolent guide as they navigate
whatever challenge they’re experiencing.

Indicators that you’re feeling superior or inferior can be feeling anxious, agitated,
or arguementative. In the next section, you’ll learn a somatic exercises that YOU can
do before or even during the session if you’re in one these states. This is the
ADVANCED part of this course and manual, noticing where YOU are somatically.

Another note to keep in mind is that different families, communities and cultures
have different norms when it comes to connecting with their bodies and to touch.
And of course, trauma will impact that as well. So do your best not to assume that
your client has the same comfort level as you do.

When doing in person work or work online always get consent to come closer to a
client or to touch.

www.brynbamber.com
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If you want learn about somatic healing for racialized trauma specifically, I highly
recommend reading: My Grandmother’s Hands by Resmaa Menakem. It’s freaking
brilliant.

Acknowledgements:

I got support with this section from two brilliant friends and colleagues who have
experience in the DEI space. I recommend you check out their work and hire them
when it’s the right fit:

Lucille Sollazzo, Core Energetics Practitioner
www.coreconsciousness.org

Leslie Heydon, Expressive Arts Therapist and Relational Coach
leslie.heydon@gmail.com
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Anxiety Techniques

When your client (or you) is anxious it’s because your client is either in flight
(hyperarousal) or freeze (hypoarousal).

Fight/flight/freeze is AMAZING for emergencies. If when you look around the room
there’s a tiger in it, you don’t want to get into a more grounded calm place.

But in the modern world often you and your clients go into it even when there’s no
emergency. You get an email from your boss, feel stressed and your body goes into
fight or flight.

In fight/flight/freeze, you don’t have as much access to your prefrontal cortext
because the blood is rushing to your limbs so you can fight. Your prefrontal cortext
is your planning, creative and your out of the box thinking brain.

If there’s a tiger in front of you, you go into black and white thinking where the
options are either SAFE or UNSAFE.
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Walk towards the tiger: UNSAFE

Climb a tree: SAFE

And if there is in fact a tiger, I don’t want you to be creative or think outside of the
box, I want you to make a quick black and white decision and climb that freaking
tree!

But if your client is trying to solve a relationship issue or a money issue or some
other complex problem from a place of fight/flight/freeze, they’ll be looking at it
from black or white thinking as if they have to get the one right answer in order to
be safe.

This makes the decision harrowing because they feel if they get it “wrong”
something bad will happen!

So if your client seems to be having difficulty with cognitive tools, the 5-4-3-2-1
practice can help them get to more a grounded place and then you can return to the
cognitive tool.

www.brynbamber.com
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Some of the simplest interventions are the most powerful. If your client is
anxious, ask them check around the room for:

● 5 things they can see
ex. the window, the door, the painting on the wall etc

● 4 things they can touch –
ex. have the client touch their hair, their sweater, the chair they’re sitting on etc.

● 3 things they can hear
ex. the traffic, someone cooking in the other room, the sound of their own
breath etc.

● 2 things they can smell
ex. the smell of the room, the smell of their sweater, the smell of a candle

● 1 thing they can taste
ex chocolate, the taste of their water etc Note: You can skip if there’s nothing
easily accessible.

Lead your client through this and ask them to check if the room they are in is safe.

If you have a high anxiety client, this is a tool you can teach them to use on their
own, outside of your sessions with them to calm themselves down.

Additional Resources:

Sacred Goals Podcast:

Ep #30 – Fight/Flight/Freeze -
https://podcasts.apple.com/us/podcast/ep-30-fight-flight-freeze/id1440791565?i=1000476475668

*Also available on Spotify and other platforms.
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Trauma Informed Somatic Technique

Since there is a power dynamic at play it’s important to notice where YOU ARE
emotionally and somatically when you’re in the session with your clients.

If you notice yourself getting anxious, agitated or argumentative, practice the
5-4-3-2-1 method described earlier in this manual. It’s a genius exercise because
you can even during the session or the class.

If you notice your agitation or anxiety before the session or class, practice any of
these practices to get yourself out of fight or flight:

Final note: we all make mistakes at times and sometimes you might be agitated or
anxious during a session. Reflect on it afterwards and even talk to a colleague if you
want help thinking it through. If it feels like it might have had a negative impact on
the client or the session, you can share that you were agitated or anxious and
apologize for any impact it might have had and ask the client to share their
experience if they are willing.

www.brynbamber.com
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Our clients/students don’t need perfect practitioners who never make mistakes.
And it can actually be deeply healing sometimes for the client/student to have a
figure of authority apologize when they are human and make a mistake.

One time one of my practitioners got stuck in traffic and was 15 minutes late. I
texted him and he let me know where he was and when he’d be arriving.

When he arrived at the session, he apologized and suggested add 15 minutes to our
next session, to make up for the time.

And him, a cis white guy by the way!, doing that is one of the things that BUILT my
trust with him even more deeply than if he hadn’t made the mistake.

Our clients/students don’t need perfect practitioners and at times you can build
even deeper trust by being human, making a mistake and making amends.

Additional resources:

Scared Goals Podcast episodes:

Pandemic PTSD -
https://podcasts.apple.com/us/podcast/ep-46-pandemic-ptsd/id1440791565?i=1000510254973

*Also available on Spotify and other platforms.
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Advanced Technique for Your Niche

Have your client talk for a few minutes about whatever they’re struggling with – it
can be health, money, love or whatever topic you’re working on them with and then
lead them into this exercise.

1) Where do you feel the most tension, pain or numbness in your body in this
moment?

2) Breathe into it and place your hand there.

3) Does your body like to have your hand there? Leave the hand or take it away
depending on what it wants.

4) What does it feel like?

Examples

● Tight

● Nauseous

● Heavy

● Dense

● Like armour

● Like a mesh

● Buzzing 

● Like cotton balls

5) Keep breathing into it. We’re not trying to change it. We just want to be curious
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about this feeling.

7) What happens when you put your attention on this energy? Does it shift? Does it
stay the same?

8) Embody this energy as it is now. If you were to allow this energy to control your
whole body what would happen?  Would you collapse into a pile on the floor?
Would you churn like seaweed in big waves? Would you run? Would you punch the
air? Would your head hang?

9) What does it feel like when you embody it? Does the feeling change or stay the
same?

10) Keep connecting to this energy exactly as it is in this moment. Does this energy
have a message for you? (Message might come now or later.)

Additional resources:

Scared Goals Podcast episodes:

Ep #17 – Do This to Be Happier (aka how to process emotions!)
https://podcasts.apple.com/us/podcast/ep-17-do-this-to-feel-happier/id1440791565?i=1000458565473

*Also available on Spotify and other platforms.
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Advanced Emotional Processing
Most emotions fall into the categories of the big four: happy, mad, sad, scared.

For example:

● Frustrated is a kind of being mad,
● Proud is a kind of happy,
● Grief is a form of sadness,
● And even shame is scared of being kicked out of the village.

The fifth sensation I’m going to teach you how to work with is numbness or
resistance because this sensation is sometimes what blocks the other ones.

Build Your Container

Ideally during childhood your parents or caregivers helped you build your
container which can hold and process emotions. They do that by co-regulating and
then slowly weaning you off the need for co-regulation support.

For example, if you were scared of a monster under the bed, your parent picked you
up and held you and told you, you were safe. Then overtime you learn to self soothe
when you get scared in part because you know your parent or caregiver is there if
you need them.

However, if your parents or caregivers, didn’t learn how to build their own
container, they weren’t able to pass them along to you. For example, a parent saying
“Look there’s nothing under the bed, be a big kid and be brave” even though you’re
only 4 and don’t know how to self soothe your own fear yet. And that caregiver
probably also doesn’t know to how to soothe their own fear either.

So with your clients, you get to help them build their container by sitting with them
in their emotional discomfort and helping them process the emotion. And if you
feel mostly calm and grounded, you’ll be coregulating with them even if you’re
online.

If you feel anxious or agitated, return to the Advanced Trauma Informed Technique
to regulate your nervous system.

The goal is not to totally overwhelm their nervous system with so much emotion
but to invite them to take in a little more joy or a little more fear than they’re used
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to with your support. And slowly by doing that over and over, like building a muscle
by lifting weights again and again, they’ll build their container so they’ll be able to
hold and process more emotion without feeling overwhelmed.

Consent is, as always, important. If they don’t want to explore this respect their
boundaries around what’s happening in their body.

And the idea is to work with the emotion that’s already present in their body and
help them process it, the way a parent or caregiver ideally would with a kid.

The idea is not to conjure up a new feeling (which their parents or caregivers might
have done saying things like: “Don’t be sad! Don’t be scared!” or even “Shut up
you’re being too loud!”)

In this section, you’ll learn to process happiness, sadness, anger, fear, and resistance
or numbness. And then you’ll learn an exercise similar to the Advanced Technique
for Your Niche but that incorporates specific emotional processing as well.

To learn more about co-regulation you can check out this University of North
Carolina paper:

https://fpg.unc.edu/sites/fpg.unc.edu/files/resources/reports-and-policy-briefs/Co-RegulationFromBirthThroughYoun
gAdulthood.pdf
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Happy

In Western culture when something good happens, we’re taught to break out the
champagne which depending on how much you drink can dull actually the feeling.

Many people have not learned how to fully feel and enjoy the “good” feelings of
happiness, joy or pleasure.

So you want to slowly support your clients to build their capacity for pleasure and
happiness.

Exercises:

- Gently welcome the feeling of happiness or joy or pleasure into their body

- Have the client say “I feel happy or proud or joyful”

- Put on their fav song and dance together (even on Zoom!)

- Have them put their hands up in the air like a little kid and say “Look at me!”

www.brynbamber.com
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Lay out the possible exercises to the client and see which one feels right for them and
which, if any, they’re willing to try and see what comes up.

Additional resources:

Scared Goals Podcast episodes:

Ep #37 – Pleasure and Celebration -
https://podcasts.apple.com/us/podcast/ep-37-pleasure-celebration/id1440791565?i=1000490511122

*Also available on Spotify and other platforms

www.brynbamber.com
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Sad

Sadness often but not always lives in our chest. If your client was socialized as a
woman, they’re more likely to be able to access sadness and tears but that’s not
always the case. If your client was socialized as a man it’s more likely to be difficult.

Working with sadness is often gentle and soft work.

Options:

- Have the client softly welcome the feeling of sadness into their body

- Have the client say “I feel sad”

- Say to client, “Nothing has gone wrong. Every human being feels sometimes. Even
Oprah and Beyonce and the Dalai Lama feel sad sometimes.”

- Do what would feel comforting to them for example:

● Wrap themselves in a blanket
● Hug a pillow or stuffed animal

- Ask them if it would feel good to receive some physical touch and if not respect
their boundaries for example:

● Hold your hand
● Put a hand on their shoulder
● Give them a hug

- If they start to cry or get teary you can tell them:

● It’s safe to cry
● Crying is welcome in this space
● It’s good to cry

And a lot of us were taught to cry silently as kids, so if you’re client is crying you
can invite them, if they feel comfortable, to let out a little bit of sound with their
tears.

Again the idea isn’t forcing or trying to get them to cry or get them to cry loudly but
to welcome whatever feelings process and sensation happen and always respect
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their boundaries.

Additional Resources:

Scared Goals Podcast episodes:

Ep #87 – Grief with Krista St Germain -
https://podcasts.apple.com/us/podcast/ep-87-grief-with-krista-st-germain/id1440791565?i=1000564694529

Also available on Spotify and other platforms.

www.brynbamber.com
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Mad

In Western culture folks socialized as women are often taught to not get mad and
folks socialized as men are often taught this is the only acceptable emotion.

I personally was so disconnected from my anger to the point that I didn’t even
know when I was mad, let alone know how to express it.

Options:

- Welcome the feel of anger into their body

- Say, “I feel mad” or “I feel frustrated” or “I feel angry”

- Say to client, “Nothing has gone wrong. Every human being gets angry sometimes.
Even Oprah and Beyonce and the Dalai Lama feel angry sometimes.”

- Invite them to:

● Squeeze their hands into fits
● Stomp their feet
● Wring out a towel and put their anger into the towel

Additional resources:

Scared Goals Podcast episodes:

Ep 9: Your Suppressed Anger is Making You Tired (and How to Get Your Energy
Back)* -
https://podcasts.apple.com/us/podcast/ep-9-your-supressed-anger-is-making-you-tired-and-how/id1440791565?
i=1000446824103

Ep 62: Higher Self Anger* -
https://podcasts.apple.com/us/podcast/ep-62-higher-self-anger/id1440791565?i=1000538343889

*Also available on Spotify and other platforms.
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Scared
Sometimes kids are taught not to be scared or that they should “suck it up” and “be
strong” when really they’re just scared.

Options:

- Welcome the fear into their body

- Say, “I’m scared” or “I feel shame”

(remember shame is fear of getting kicked out of the village)

- Say to client, “Nothing has gone wrong. Every human being feels scared or feels
shame sometimes. Even Oprah and Beyonce and the Dalai Lama feel fear or shame
sometimes.”

- Wrap themselves in a blanket

- Hide under the covers

- You can offer to be a protector for the client, sometimes as kids we needed a
protector but didn’t get it so if you’re feeling protective you can say “I’m feeling
protective of you right now.”

See if the client likes or dislikes that you feel protective. If they dislike it you can ask
them if they want you to give them physical or energetic space. If they say yes, lean
back in your chair or physically back away from them or the computer but stay
within sight.

If they like it you can ask if you can stand beside them or energetically stand up to
protect them.

Additional resources

TRE – Trauma Release Exercise/Tension Release Exercise can be super helpful to
release fear. Watch this video to learn more -
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=26zoFKZzbQc
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Anxiety Training – tinyurl.com/anxietytraining

Scared Goals Podcast episodes:

Ep #12: Shame* - https://podcasts.apple.com/us/podcast/ep-12-shame/id1440791565?i=1000451031534

Ep #21 Your Fear Can Help Your Biz* -
https://podcasts.apple.com/us/podcast/ep-21-your-fear-can-help-your-biz/id1440791565?i=1000463958656

Ep # 27: Healing Pandemic Anxiety* -
https://podcasts.apple.com/us/podcast/ep-27-healing-pandemic-anxiety/id1440791565?i=1000472215172

Ep #47 –Shame Spiral Technique* -
https://podcasts.apple.com/us/podcast/ep-47-shame-spiral-technique/id1440791565?i=1000512252529

*Also available on Spotify and other platforms.

www.brynbamber.com
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Numbness/Resistance

Numbness and resistance are actually my favourite sensations to work with. Of
course you still need to get consent to work with both of these and if the client says
no, respect their boundary. But if they say yes…

Options:

Ask: Where do you feel the numbness or resistance in your body?

Ask: What does it feel like? [metal, cotton balls, buzzing, etc]

Action: Put a hand gently on it.

Ask: Does it like having your hand there? If yes, leave it there. If no gently move
your hand away.

- Say to client, “Nothing has gone wrong. Every human being feels numb or feels
resistant sometimes. Even Oprah and Beyonce and the Dalai Lama feel numb or
resistance sometimes.”

Ask: Does it have a message for you?
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Emotions Shift

Once you start to work with emotions with your client, you’ll notice that often their
emotions will start to shift. This is a good thing, it means their body is processing
the emotion.

Your body and your clients body knows how to digest emotions and so if they start
to shift and change that’s good. If the sensation or emotion shifts, keep following it
and being curious about it.
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Advanced Emotional Processing
Technique

Have your client talk for a few minutes about whatever they’re struggling with – it
can be health, money, love or whatever topic you’re working on them with and then
lead them into this exercise.

1) Where do you feel the most tension, pain or numbness in your body in this
moment?

2) Breathe into it and place your hand there.

3) Does your body like to have your hand there? Leave the hand or take it away
depending on what it wants.

4) What does it feel like?

Examples

● Tight

● Nauseous

● Heavy

● Dense

● Like armour

● Like a mesh

● Buzzing 

● Like cotton balls

www.brynbamber.com
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5) Keep breathing into it. We’re not trying to change it. We just want to be curious
about this feeling.

6) Ask what’s the emotional quality of this sensation? Is it closer to happy, mad, sad
or scared?

7) Use one or more of the emotional processing techniques depending on which
emotion(s) come up.

8) Keep connecting to this energy or emotion exactly as it is in this moment. Does
this energy have a message for you? (Message might come now or later.)

www.brynbamber.com
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Continued Somatics Support
 

This is perfect for you if you love nature, are a little weird and witchy and love the
shit out of your clients. This newsletter will support you to heal, learn somatics and
align with your purpose so you can support your clients in AMAZING WAYS!!

GET FREE NEWSLETTER ON SOMATICS!
 

www.brynbamber.com
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It’s a 6 month deep dive program into exploring using somatic tools with your
clients.

50% of the sessions will be doing personal somatic work because in my experience,
the best way to deeply learn somatic tools is to experience them yourself.

50% of the sessions will be used to discuss how the somatic work is going in your
practice, what tools might work well with a particular client or particular situation
and deepening your skills as a somatic practitioner.

If you have questions about it, email me at bryn@brynbamber.com :).

If you want a FREE Sacred Decision Making Session (aka Consult), to see if this
program the right fit or not, book it here.

FREE SACRED DECISION MAKING SESSION!

www.brynbamber.com
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Personal Core Energetics Support

One of the best ways to learn somatics, is to do it as a client. If you want to
experience 6 months of Core Energetics to help you achieve your business goals
and/or personal goals.

If you want a FREE Sacred Decision Making Session (aka Consult), to see if this the
right fit or not, book it here. 

FREE SACRED DECISION MAKING SESSION!

 

This podcast teaches you how to achieve your sacred goal using somatics, witchy
feminism and Core Energetics.

It’s available on Apple, Spotify and more platforms!!

www.brynbamber.com
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About Bryn

Bryn lived for years as a sensitive perfectionist with anxiety coursing through my
veins and through Core Energetics she began to find the root cause of why she’s so
anxious and take steps to drastically reduce her suffering.

She works with artists, healers and entrepreneurs to help them overcome imposter
syndrome and make more money with their gifts through healing childhood habits,
patterns and trauma.

Her story about the path to healing has been featured on Tiny Buddha, Introvert
Dear and the CourageMakers and Rare Birds podcasts.
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